DELL EMC UNITY XT HYBRID STORAGE
No compromise midrange storage

ESSENTIALS

Differentiation
• Modern: 2U NVMe-ready design future proofs the investment; scalable to 1500 drives
• Powerful: Dual-socket Intel™ CPUs, more cores and memory drive more performance with less latency than previous generations.
• Efficiency: Higher system efficiency and DRR deliver more effective usable capacity lowering TCO
• Simple: Installs in 15 minutes, configure in 10 minutes with intuitive easy-to-use web-based (HTML5) management
• Flexible: Deploy as physical, software defined or converged infrastructure systems - all sharing one OS

Benefits to you
• Performance: New processors drive more Read, Write and Mixed workload performance accelerating virtualized workloads with less latency.
• Efficiency: Dell EMC Unity XT hybrid arrays are 85% efficient delivering more effective usable capacity and higher data reduction rates in all flash storage pools.
• Consolidation: Consolidate all your mixed workloads (file, block, VVOL data) on a single array and storage pool.

Built for multi-cloud
• Multiple paths to the cloud: Integrated with VMware Cloud Foundation, Cloud Tiering Appliance, CloudIQ, Cloud Storage Services for DRaaS and workload migration and Dell EMC Unity Cloud Edition.

Unlock data capital with Dell EMC
IDC predicts that by 2025, more than 163 zettabytes of data will be created in that one year alone challenging companies to not only effectively manage data on this massive scale but leverage it through analytics to turn it into data capital. Managing data at this scale has strong implications for IT infrastructure. Requirements around performance, capacity expansion, availability, and automation are all essential. The new Dell EMC Unity XT Series meets these challenges today and innovation will continue to take customers to new heights in the future.

If you are looking for raw all flash power, great efficiency, and absolute simplicity in a small footprint, then Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Flash Storage is for you. Designed and optimized for virtualized workloads, these new and modern hardware platforms deliver more performance and a fraction of the latency than previous generations making them a perfect fit for running your business applications wherever they are located and getting ahead of your IT transformation.

Designed for performance and optimized for efficiency
Engineered from the ground-up to meet market demands hybrid storage performance, efficiency and lifecycle simplicity, Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Flash Arrays are NVMe-ready, implement a dual active architecture, contain dual socket Intel processors with up to 16-cores and more system memory. All these modern features enable Dell EMC Unity XT to deliver more performance and less latency compared to previous generations.

Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Arrays also include significant efficiency gains. These arrays reduce system overhead to provide 85% platform efficiency. When you turn on the inline data reduction features to combine with the platform efficiency, you’ll get up to 31% more effective capacity than many other midrange systems. Dell EMC Unity XT also includes an efficient self-service migration utility right from the GUI to seamlessly migrate file and block data from legacy Dell EMC products and select competitive systems.

Whether you are looking to start small or scale to hundreds of terabytes of usable capacity, these modern Hybrid Flash systems have you covered.

Hybrid design
Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Storage Arrays start in a sleek 2U form factor with a modern architecture designed to take full advantage of flash technology deployed in a hybrid or all-flash storage pool for the best performance with the economics of disk. The design includes linear multicore scaling, inline data reduction with zero detect for block and file with all-flash pools, zero impact drive firmware-based garbage collection, write coalescing minimizing IO, and intelligent wear leveling capabilities, and NAND TLC drives. The Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid systems also come with FAST Cache for improving performance IO and FAST VP for auto-tiering efficiency. A high-density enclosure supports eighty flash drives in just three rack units, for even greater space efficiency.

Built for multi-cloud
Customers now demand their storage infrastructure be cloud-ready. Dell EMC Unity XT was designed for a multi-cloud world, so you can easily leverage the new Dell EMC Unity XT platforms when deploying any of these cloud options:

Cloud Data Services
• Dell EMC Cloud Storage Services – Connect Dell EMC Unity XT, consumed as a service, directly to the public cloud(s) of your choice through a high-speed, low latency connection. This enables users to gain the economic benefits of cloud as well as the high-availability and durability of persistent Dell EMC Unity XT storage while maintaining complete control of data. Plus, VMware customers can deploy an automated DRaaS solution with Dell EMC Unity XT in VMware Cloud on AWS for seamless, enterprise-grade, pay-as-you-go DR in the cloud. Cloud Storage Services additionally offers agile, multi-cloud support
allowing users to leverage multiple clouds and easily and quickly switch clouds for use cases such as workload migration, analytics, test/dev and more to maximize business outcomes.

- **Dell EMC Cloud Edition** – a full featured Dell EMC Unity XT software-defined storage solution deployed with VMware Cloud on the AWS cloud, for running a VDI environment in VMware Cloud, Test/Dev, or replication services to a third site.

### Cloud Connected Systems

- **Dell EMC Cloud Tiering Appliance** – an automated policy-based solution to perform file tiering and block archiving to a multi-cloud environment freeing up capacity and reducing backup windows.

### Dell Technologies Cloud Platform

- Integrated with VMware Cloud Foundation – the first external storage platform to be validated for use with VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF). Dell EMC Unity XT enables you to easily provision storage for VCF with Dell EMC Unity XT NFS using best of breed components.

### Cloud Data Insights

- **CloudIQ** – Delivers Infrastructure Insight right into the palm of your hand. This free, cloud-based application lets you easily monitor, analyze, and troubleshoot your storage environment from anywhere. With no software to install, it uses predictive analytics to immediately begin providing comprehensive health scores for all your storage. The best IT issue is the one that never happens.

### All-inclusive software and more

All-inclusive, feature rich, array-based software comes standard with every Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Storage model. Optional offerings include differentiated hardware and software deployment options, availability and mobility, protection and networking options. Dell EMC Unity Hybrid Flash systems include FAST Cache and FAST VP for performance and efficiency gains as well as limited warranty, with enhanced and premium options available.

### The ultimate in simplicity & hybrid flash value

Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Flash Storage Arrays bring you unparalleled simplicity to combine with compelling performance, efficiency, and a modern design that’s built for a multi-cloud world. With ease of installation, an intuitive user interface, predictive analytics and on-line help desk, Dell EMC Unity XT Hybrid Flash arrays set the standard for simplicity in the midrange storage market. Flexible deployment options are also available to meet the needs of resource-constrained IT professionals in large or small companies.

### Choice and flexibility for deploying and supporting systems

We continue to expand our Services with a focus on making it easier than ever to purchase, consume, adopt and optimize technology from a single source. Whether purchasing a single system or planning a transformational expansion across the data center, we’re architecting the most adaptive, intelligent service experience — all with less customer effort and an accelerated path to productivity including:

- **ProDeploy and ProDeploy Plus** – Get more out of technology starting day one
- **ProSupport and ProSupport Plus** – Comprehensive support for complex environments
- **Optimize for Storage** – In-depth analysis and strategic guidance to keep systems optimized and configured for peak performance
- **Data Migration Services** – Move data faster, more securely and with minimal disruption
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